Continuous variables, such as age, weight, blood pressure, and many others, including laboratory and imaging data, are commonly measured in clinical trials. Such measurements are often used for diagnostic purpose, for risk stratification, or to select patient management strategies. Appealing, continuous variables are often converted into binary or categorical variables by grouping values into two or more categories. This approach avoids to assuming a linear effect of the variable on outcome, but categorization discards information and raises several critical issues. 6, 7 The cutoff of continuous variables is also selected from receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) analysis. 8 The ''ideal'' cutoff value is almost always a trade-off between sensitivity (true positives) and specificity (true negatives). As both change with each ''cutoff'' value it becomes difficult for the reader to imagine which cut-off is ideal. The ROC curve offers a graphical illustration of these trade-offs at each ''cutoff'' for any diagnostic test that uses a continuous variable. Ideally, the best ''cutoff'' value provides both the highest sensitivity and the highest specificity, easily located on the ROC curve by finding the highest point on the vertical axis and the furthest to the left on the horizontal axis (upper left corner). However, it is rare that this ideal value can be achieved, so that, for example, one may opt to choose a higher sensitivity at the cost of lower specificity. Youden index is a frequently used summary measure of the ROC curve, and a simple formula is: sensitivity ? specificity -1; however, other estimation procedures of this index exist. 9 Probably there is not a ''best cutoff'' for any prediction model, and it depends on the needs of the diagnostic or prognostic stratification. In fact, sensitivity may be more important than specificity (but how much?). Nevertheless, one may need to have at least a threshold level of specificity, and so on.
MIBG imaging of sympathetic innervation for assessment of long-term prognosis in HF. The pooled database consisted of 1,322 patients with HF followed up for a mean of 78 months. Lethal events were observed in 326 patients, with a 5-year mortality rate of 19.7%. Multivariate Cox proportional hazard model analysis for allcause mortality identified age, New York Heart Association functional class, late H/M ratio, and LV ejection fraction significant independent predictors. ROC analysis was performed to determine the optimal cutoff value of independent significant parameters. This analysis identified 1.68 as optimal thresholds of late H/M ratio for dichotomizing the population into higher-and lower-risk patients for lethal outcomes. The threshold of late H/M ratio \1.68 identified patients at significantly increased risk in any LV ejection fraction category. Survival rates decreased progressively with decreasing late H/M ratio, with 5-year all-cause mortality rates [7% annually for late H/M ratio \1.25, and \2% annually for late H/M ratio C1.95. Likewise, late H/M ratio differentiated the high-from the low-risk patients both for sudden cardiac death and for pump failure death at 5 years. Thus, the results of this pooled analysis suggest a threshold higher than that of ADMIRE, 4 despite this latter study was included in the analysis. The study of Nakata et al 12 also demonstrates that, although it has been reported that late H/M ratio has a threshold for identifying patients at increased risk for fatal outcomes, the patient survival rate decreases linearly depending on impaired cardiac MIBG activity. 4, 13 Another important problem in dichotomizing a continuous variable is related to the measurement error. Reproducibility is particularly relevant when repeated testing is used to evaluate changes induced by disease progression and/or by interventions.
14,15 Intra-and interobserver reproducibility and test-retest reliability may be evaluated with several statistical methods, [16] [17] [18] but due to both biological variability and measurement uncertainty, all have weakness and limitations. 19, 20 An ongoing study was designed to assess the reproducibility of quantitative measurements of myocardial uptake of MIBG on planar and SPECT imaging. 21 Efficacy will be assessed based upon the absolute differences between quantitative analyses of imaging data on two scans performed 5-14 days apart. The estimated study completion date is June 2014.
Matsui et al 22 found that the H/M ratio on planar MIBG imaging before and after optimized treatment provides independent prognostic information in patients with dilated cardiomyopathy. Kasama et al 23 reported that serial MIBG studies can be useful for predicting cardiac death and sudden death in stabilized patients with HF. Drakos et al 24 found that clinical, functional, and hemodynamic improvements induced by ventricular unloading are accompanied by enhancements in sympathetic innervation in the failing heart. Yet, in these studies the reproducibility of MIBG cardiac imaging was not addressed. Veltman et al 25 showed a high reproducibility of planar MIBG myocardial scintigraphy in HF patients. However, in that study regional myocardial sympathetic activity on MIBG SPECT images was not assessed. We recently demonstrated a high observer reproducibility of planar H/M ratios and SPECT defect scores using a low-dose MIBG cardiac imaging protocol in 74 patients with HF. 26 The intraclass coefficient of correlation, Lin's concordance correlation coefficient, and Bland-Altman analysis were used to evaluate the intra-and the inter-observer reproducibility. 27 With these approaches, the differences between measurements obtained twice by the same examiner and by two examiners were negligible for both early and late H/M ratios and for SPECT defect scores. We also used the j statistic to evaluate the concordance rates for the identification of patients with a low H/M ratio (\1.60) on late planar imaging and the j values were 0.90 for intra-observer concordance and 0.83 for inter-observer concordance. In patients with idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy, j was 0.91 for both intra-and inter-observer concordance, higher than in patients with ischemic HF (j = 0.81 and 0.73 for intra-observer and inter-observer concordance, respectively).
We also evaluated the classification certainty of observer reproducibility of planar late H/M ratio in patients with HF using the standard formula utilized by Petraco et al 28 to assess the test-retest agreement of fractional flow reserve. We found that within the region of H/M values from 1.54 to 1.66 the agreement between paired intra-observer measurements falls below 80% ( Figure 1A) , reaching a nadir of approximately 50% around 1.60, the proposed clinical cutoff. Thus, when a single late H/M ratio measurement falls between 1.54 and 1.66, there is a substantial chance that the dichotomous classification will change if the measurement is repeated by the same observer. This measurement uncertainty creates a ''measurement gray zone'' that for inter-observer variability is slightly larger (1.52-1.68) ( Figure 1B) . These results might have several important implications both for interpretation of available MIBG studies and for application in patient's clinical decision making. Our analysis outlines the potential limitations of a dichotomous interpretation of late H/M ratio results. In fact, similarly to all other measurements in medicine, late H/M ratio does not carry strict dichotomous implications for which prognosis (or treatment) is best, and this is especially true close to the cutoff. Noteworthy, for observer reproducibility we can think of the observations for the same subject as a series of measurements of a quantity that does not vary over the period of observation. On the other hand, when the quantity being measured is physiologically unstable or may vary under different conditions, as in a test-retest study, the classification certainty could be lower and the probability of misclassification higher than that we found in our observer reproducibility analysis of late H/M ratio. Action items While a low H/M ratio on planar cardiac MIBG imaging is associated with increased risk for adverse outcomes in HF patients, the significance of MIBG SPECT findings is less clear. Moreover, it is not clear whether predictors of sudden death are comparable to those predicting death of any cause or cardiac death. Sudden cardiac death might be related to the border zone between scar and normal myocardium and to regional denervation. In the current issue of the journal, Zhou et al 29 proposed a new quantitative tool to measure myocardial scar and border zone and to quantify MIBG uptakes in border zone. Their preliminary data suggest that MIBG uptake in the border zone might predict ventricular arrhythmia inducibility on cardiac electrophysiology testing with a promising accuracy. In particular, ROC curve analysis showed that the prediction accuracy for border zone extent (area under ROC = 0.75) was better than scar extent (area under ROC = 0.66). The prediction accuracy was further improved (area under ROC = 0.78), when assessing MIBG uptake in the border zone. A comprehensive review of Alba et al 30 sheds light on how far we are in providing useful predictive models for the management of HF patients. Validated risk prediction tools may be useful and should be used, but no tool (and even more a simple binary classification) can encompass all of the relevant information crucial for informed decision making. HF is a dynamic condition and prognosis should be reassessed frequently, particularly in patients for whom the results are critical for clinical and therapeutic decision making. The potential utility of MIBG SPECT in combination with perfusion SPECT imaging for prediction of cardiovascular events needs to be prospectively investigated in larger cohort of patients. In particular, the mismatch between perfusion (ischemia and scar in the border zone) and innervation could represent important areas for future research in HF patients. It would be clinically useful also to explore the impact of different therapies on cardiac innervation and if an improvement in MIBG variables will affect the clinical outcome. Fig. 1 . Classification certainty of a single planar late H/M ratio measurement for values from 1.20 to 2.00 using the proposed cutoff of 1.60. For intra-observer reproducibility (A), the agreement between paired measurements falls below 80% within the region of values from 1.54 to 1.66. For interobserver reproducibility (B), the agreement between paired measurements falls below 80% within the region of values from 1.52 to 1.68. For both intra-and inter-observer reproducibility, a nadir of approximately 50% is reached around a H/M ratio of 1.60. Classification certainty was calculated using the formula: 1 À 1 =2e
ÀððxÀ1:60Þ=SDÞ
2
; with x representing each late H/M ratio value; constant e is the base of the natural logarithm; 1.60 is the currently established cutoff for late H/M ratio and SD is the standard deviation of the difference between paired H/M ratio measurements. From our previous study, 26 this value was set to 0.066 for intra-observer reproducibility and to 0.080 for inter-observer reproducibility.
